Pinelake Hash #1201
It is one of the most scary situations a Hound can find
themselves in. Much worse at times than an irate
property owner, the Hash being cancelled, not being
able to find the start, or the BM not bringing enough
beer. It’s a Hare's virgin lay.
Starwhore desperately needed a Hare, for the 26th of
June, 2010, the afternoon before the Prom From Hell.
She accepted an offer by Broken Boner, to lay trail. This
being his virgin Hare,Debbie Duz Digits volunteered to
be his co‐Hare to assist him. Traditionally, it is a short
Hash, in length and time, spent on trail. Just an appetizer
for those that need to run, prior to the Prom. The idea is
to give the attending Hashers time to go home, wash up,
get ready for Prom, and be there by decent time. When
beer, and pizza, is involved, combined with PH3's Prom
From Hell, I know I don't want to show up late. Not
today. And against the advisement of Ballerina Booty
Boy to the Hares.
B3, the BM and professional bimbo for PH3, arrived at
the start and met with D3. Yoron Weed was there
covering for Starwhore as Hash Cash. B3 asked D3 for
End d’erections and she said B2 would take care of the
d’erections. B2 came, told B3 that the End was across
the street in his apartment complex, but that he wasn't
sure which pool to end at. Seems there were two pools
in his apartment complex: one with water in it and one
without. He wasn't sure which one to end at. Would the
pack settle for a dry hole, or would they want a wet
hole? After a hot, sweaty trail, what would you, dear
Reader choose? Down one.
The End was across the street from the start. B3 asked
B2 to write End d’erections. B2 asked Y, since "we" know
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where we're going. Uh, because the pack might lose trail
and car hashing late arrivals don't. Same for D3, who was
deferring to B2. Asked five times for this; B3 got
nowhere. So B3 asked B2 for End d’erections so B3 could
write them. B2 was unable to tell B3 which gate to enter
to get to the pool. In the meantime, with no virgins
present, Shiggy Pitts called "on‐out" and the pack left.
B3 asked B2 how long the trail was. B2 didn't know,
hadn't map it out; but he had driven parts of it using his
odometer to give him an idea. Oh crap.
In the meantime, Yoron left to go watch European
Football aka “soccer.” Stupid Is As Stupid Does came by
to visit on his way home. Afterbirth came by to pick up
music tracks for Prom and left to go work on Prom.
After driving across the street to the End, B3 convinced
B2 that it was more important to set up the WS and
finish trail than to unload beer. He left to do both. B3
and D3 carried the beer to the water‐filled pool and cool
shade. Both great qualities for an End, especially in the
Summer. B3 then walked back to the start, and laid a
chalk trail to the pool area, noting that the pedestrian
gate's magnetic lock was broken and the gate would
swing free. Did the Hare(s) know about this? No. Dumb
luck provided easy access to the pool.
The hare came in and whined. B3 instructed B2 about a
map plotting Web site and lengths of trail, and Y some
should be shorter than longer on some days. B2 felt that
PH3 was lucky he Hared for them that day. Actually,
though not stated at the time to B2, B3 had volunteered
to lay trail after B2 and D3 had been already been
accepted.

1:30 hours .......... Busted Cherry and Boner are FRBs.
1:40 hours .......... Main body of the pack arrived. Breach My Piece became FBI. Little Willy, Deboner, Pissticide,
WWW.Cums, and Wet Dreams came in as well.
1:45 hours .......... Shiggy, EverQueer, Tailgunner arrived.
1:55 hours .......... Tastes Great is the trail DFL, with tech on trail help from Wet Dreams and B2.
2:00 hours .......... Car wanker Ass We Go arrived.
2:15 hours .......... Spread Eagle became the boxing DFL. Seems she didn't like the creek. She came in during circle. Past
that, she liked the trail she had found before boxing, especially the chalk trail B3 laid from the Start to
the pool.

The Pack expressed opinions of trail prior to circle. B2
had described to B3 earlier about parts of trail, including
a "deja‐vu" loop; Boner suggested that this should have
been cut out due to Prom and heat.
Deboner liked the water sections of trail; a common
remark from pack members.
Tailgunner commented on the poison ivy and how even
the local fauna had enough sense not to go through it.
Breach liked the vines covering up the opening of one of
the tunnels, and by parting them, stepping into Shangri‐
La.
Busted Cherry loved the heat and trail. He said trail was
5.68 miles on his GPS. Busted also made the most use of
the pool, after B2. Pool endings (with water in them) are
always great endings.
Shiggy liked trail, despite the length. Weird. It was noted
though, that like any smart Hare or Hound, he carried a
camelback with him on trail. This one item always makes
a hot trail easier and more pleasurable to do. He also
told D3 he very much appreciated her extra marks on
On‐On! –B3

trail, recognizing her hand prints. Too many marks on
trail: never a bad thing.
EverQueer liked the fact the start was never more than a
mile from the Start and that trail was 5.1 miles on his
GPS.
Overall, all that did trail liked it. Some like it so much
that it was described "as a hell uva trail". Felt it was well
marked, and went into places not visited by other
Hashes in same area prior. Only real complaints: no RR
tracks, not enough flour in a few places, maybe a few
more checks to keep the pack together.
Circle was short and sweet. B3 lead circle. FRBs, FBI,
DFLs, and Hares drank. 6s included B2 and D3 for longer
than necessary trail on Prom afternoon and B2 for
whining at start, and at the End. Ass We Go for car
Hashing, Deboner for‐when One Boner drinks, All Boners
drink; and AWGo for suggesting it. Pissticide for too
long, Cums for talking during circle and lottery. Tastes
Great for having mud in the shape of Hebrew letters on
her leg. Songs were PG, due to the number of non‐
Hashing civilians in the pool.
Life’s Too Short to Drink Cheap Beer

